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The sheet is simply a Plane
Table reconnaissance.

A base of 400 meters was measured
with the teleunit, near the forks of the river
& a Plane Table triangulation carried down the
first fork or branch of the river to its mouth,
then up the main river, determining & using
Assistant Ogden's triangulation signals & connecting
with Assistant Ste Curtis's work at stations 227
+230 near the Popof Glacier.

The side slopes were measured with
the compass & teleunit, the positions & heights
of the ridges determined with the Plane Table.
From the river, the contours roughly sketched.
The river banks are densely
covered with timber & underbrush through
which it is almost impossible to make
your way without cutting.
The river is navigated by a small steam-ship steamer, which makes 3 or 4 trips each summer, carrying freight and passengers from Fort Thompson, to the barrier mines, in British Possessions, a distance of about 150 miles.

The channel of the river is continually changing, the current very strong, running from 5 to 7 miles per hour.
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